


W H I T E  F L A G S
Calacatta marble, swirling eddies on a snowy ground, creates a thrilling wall-to-wall floor show in this 
flat on the Bayswater borders. The spectacular heart of stone was dreamed up by its owner, architect 
Miska Miller-Lovegrove, who boosted its reflective qualities by turning a warren of low-ceilinged rooms 
into one fluid space. She’s hit a rich vein of form, says Charlotte Edwards. Photography: Simon Upton
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The curving forms of recumbent bodies in a 
Henry Moore lithograph in the dining area 
are echoed by Ross Lovegrove’s Bio-Dychro 
Sculptures, three biomorphic columns gener
ated by parametric modelling. An African terra
cotta cone and a Konstantin Grcic side table 
punctuate the eddying Calacatta marble floor
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Top: the textured, resin-coated fibreglass columns disguise structural steel 
posts in a frame. Above: the kitchen ‘monolith’, as Miska refers to it, was 
custom-made in Corian. Right: Nicholas Alvis Vega’s triptych L’Amour (A 
Metaphor), 2019, offers a sinuous counterpoint to Cassina’s boxy ‘LC2/
LC3’ furniture. The glass-topped oak dining table is by Carlo Mollino
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Top: in her bedroom, Miska works at De Padova’s ‘Scrittarello’ desk by 
Achille Castiglioni. Above: Ross Lovegrove’s fin-like ‘Biophilia’ chair for 
Vondom was inspired by Gaudí’s Sagrada Familia basilica. Right: an 
inflated-steel ‘Rondo’ mirror by Miska’s fellow Pole Oskar Zieta looks out 
to wards Zanotta’s ‘Gilda’ armchair, another design by Carlo Mollino
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HAVE WE forgotten that there’s more 
to minimalism than meets the eye? Writing in the 
New York Times last month, Kyle Chayka claims that 
we’ve lost sight of the origins of the movement, first 
described by art theorist Richard Wollheim in a 1965 
essay on Donald Judd, Dan Flavin and other artists 
whose work ostensibly had ‘minimal art content’. As 
Wollheim saw it, minimalism wasn’t a question of 
there being nothing to look at. Instead, it was about 
creating a complex encounter with a single object, 
often an everyday thing, such as a brick or a f luores-
cent light tube, that was otherwise easily overlooked. 
In his article and recently published book about the 
history and com modification of minimalism, The 
Longing for Less, Chayka attempts to reclaim those 
ideas. ‘Minimalism… is more about attention than 
anything else,’ he wrote. ‘It advocates seeing the world 
not as a series of products to consume, but sensory 
experiences to have on your own terms.’

By this measure, Miska Miller-Lovegrove is a text-
book minimalist: an architect and designer whose 
past projects – with the London-based Lovegrove 
Studio, of which she was a founding partner, and 
more recently for her own practice, MM-L – often 
focus attention on a single feature or material, or en-
hance what is already there. In her interiors and, es-
pecially, her designs for exhibitions and art fairs, she 
simply removes obstacles to potential encounters: 
opening up rooms and stairwells, channelling light 
inwards, and either removing walls or remaking them 
using glass and see-through or perforated textiles. She 
talks about her endless fascination with the way the 
sun hits a curved surface, the qualities of the shapes 
it makes, and she builds that patient way of looking 
into her spaces – to maximum effect. 

The f loor is the dramatic focal point of the light, 
bright apartment that the Warsaw-born architect has 
designed for herself in an outwardly unpromising 
Victorian mansion block on the Notting Hill/Bays-
water border. She wants visitors to see the wall-to-
wall marble as she did when she first came across it in 
a stone warehouse that she likes to visit on trips home 
to Poland. Someone had ordered – and paid for – a 
vast amount of book-matched Calacatta Unica from 
Carrara, but rejected it because the slabs were cut to 
be laid with a small step join, in the traditional Italian 
style, rather than at right angles. Miska, however, had 
no such reservations. ‘For me, that’s how it should be 
done,’ she insists. ‘You don’t have the crosses, you lose 
the divisions, and instead you see the natural pattern 
of the marble.’ She shipped the whole lot back to Lon-
don. To her astonishment, the marble almost exactly 
covered the area of her new f lat, where she had just 
demolished a 1980s warren of cramped, low-ceilinged 
rooms. ‘It was 180 square metres of marble for a 170 
square-metre apartment,’ she says, in awe at the co-
incidence. ‘So I used it everywhere.’

There’s no hall or corridor to prepare you; from a 
dingy communal staircase, all squashy leather sofas 
and f leur-de-lis carpeting, the front door opens di-

rectly into a soaring open-plan space divided only by 
three undulating biomorphic columns. Conceived 
by Miska’s husband, Ross Lovegrove, their textured 
fibreglass shells, designed using parametric model-
ling, conceal structural steel pillars that replaced the 
load-bearing wall. But even in the face of these ‘verti-
cal sculptures’, as Lovegrove has described them, your 
eye is drawn to the marble. With its butterf ly-wing 
swoops, swirling eddies and delicate tracery seamless-
ly f lowing from slab to slab, it generates an extraordi-
nary sense of movement, directing your steps around 
the apartment. And, as almost everything else in here 
is white, you really pay attention to the kaleidoscopic 
colours in the stone, its skeins of dark to pearly grey, 
amber, honey and gold. ‘The marble was the canvas,’ 
Miska confirms. ‘I didn’t need anything else. Any ad-
ditions had to be completely white, or concealed. For 
example, the kitchen is not really a kitchen any more’ 
– she indicates the glacier-like sculpted counter, whose 
function is not immediately clear at first glance – ‘and 
the bathrooms are equally invisible.’ 

Despite the absence of clutter, Miska confesses 
that most of her possessions are still ‘in transit’; and 
already there are plenty of books, f lowers, a televi-
sion, and even, in a guest bedroom rounded by a shell-
like curved partition, a shelf of (eminently tasteful) 
knick-knacks. ‘If you’re talking about art galleries, 
you can create a neutral background,’ Miska says, 
‘but with interiors, it’s different, because you have to 
live in them. There have to be elements you are com-
fortable with.’ Her friend Nicholas Alvis Vega (WoI 
July 2017), whose fleshy-coloured, portal-like paint-
ings and horned ceramic sculptures also ornament 
the flat, thinks that she’s struck the right balance; he’s 
even proposing holding regular art viewings here. ‘It 
is very gallery-like, but it’s still domestic; and some-
where you can sit and really contemplate,’ he says. ‘My 
paintings have a sensual, procreative energy. They are 
quite unsettling in a way. People go very quiet when 
they look at them… I have to give Miska a huge amount 
of credit for putting them up!’ She laughs. ‘But it’s the 
same with everything that is organic,’ she says. ‘Look 
at the marble, it has the same kind of eroticism – in 
its colours, and how everything is both beautifully 
complete and completely accidental.’ 

‘Too often,’ Kyle Chayka complains in his New York 
Times piece, ‘trendy minimalism is a way of numbing 
ourselves to reality and maintaining a comfortable, 
solid barrier through which nothing unpleasant in-
trudes.’ But at Miska’s windows, semi-transparent 
linen blinds filter rather than conceal the red-brick 
façade of the terrace opposite, and the typically wonky 
London skyline at the rear. ‘It was very important for 
me to see what was outside,’ this generous-minded 
minimalist explains, to a soundtrack of a juddering 
road drill and a piano concerto on her stereo. ‘It’s won-
derful to feel that you are in this dense urban context. 
This way, you’re just muting the picture’ $
To contact Miska Miller-Lovegrove, ring 020 3214 3128, or 
visit mmlstudio.com
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The marble floor continues uninterrupted into both 
bathrooms – ‘completely seamless was the idea,’ 
says Miska – in which fittings from Antonio Lupi 
are combined with curvaceous custom-made ele-
ments. ‘Straight lines can be interesting,’ the ar-
chitect avers, ‘but curves are very good at giving 
directions, and take the light in a different way’
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